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SVIATOSLAV DMITRIEV

Posthumous Adoption in Classical Athens

Louis Gernet (1882–1962) was the first to consistently articulate the view that, in
ancient Athens, a childless person who died intestate would posthumously receive an
adopted successor.1 Since then, the theory of posthumous adoption has found a per-
manent place in studies on the social history of ancient Greece, and, more specifically,
ancient Greek family, marriage, law, and property relations.2 Although well entrenched
in modern scholarship, the theory of posthumous adoption still leaves several prob-
lems unresolved.3 One of them is that when an Athenian died intestate, his successor
was not established through choice or a private initiative, as the concept of «adoption»

Some of these ideas were presented at the symposium Family, Clan, and Community in
Antiquity, held by the Institute of World History at the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
June 25–26, 2013. I am indebted to Larisa L. Selivanova for kindly taking care of necessary
arrangements at the symposium, and also to the Editors for helpful comments and suggestions.
The following editions have been used: Isaei Orationes cum deperditarum fragmentis, ed.
Th. Thalheim, 1903; repr. 1963; Demosthenis Orationes, ed. M. R. Dilts, vol. 4, 2009. English
translations of Isaeus and Demosthenes are those by M. Edwards and A. C. Scafuro in The
Oratory of Classical Greece by the University of Texas Press, with occasional modifications,
respectively.

1 L. Gernet, REG 33, 1920, 262 n. 2; L. Gernet, Platon, Les Lois, 1–2, ed. É. de Places [Pla-
ton, Oeuvres complètes, 11, 1], 1951, clx, n. 1: on the «rule» in classical Athens that a collateral
successor give one of his children into posthumous adoption («un héritier collatéral donne un
de ses enfants en ‹adoption posthume›»); L. Gernet, Démosthène, Plaidoyers civils 2, 1957, 91.

2 E.g., W. K. Lacey, The Family in Classical Greece, 1968, 298 n. 87; D. M. Schaps, Eco-
nomic Rights of Women in Ancient Greece, 1979, 27–28, 32–33, 122, n. 19; V. J. Hunter, in:
B. Halpern – D. W. Hobson, ed., Law, Politics, and Society in the Ancient Mediterranean
World, 1993, 107–108; L. Rubinstein, Adoption in IV. Century Athens, 1993, 105–113; S. Avra-
mović, Iseo e il diritto attico, 1997, 220–221; C. A. Cox, Household Interests. Property, Mar-
riage Strategies, and Family Dynamics in Ancient Athens, 1998, 149–151; É. Karabélias, L’épi-
clérat attique, 22002, 32 n. 46 (= É. Karabélias, Mneme G. A. Petropoulou, 1984, 454 n. 46),
41, 147, 176 n. 8; B. Griffith-Williams, CQ 62, 2012, 146 n. 5.

3 Cf. D. M. MacDowell, The Law in Classical Athens, 1978, 101: «details of the procedure
are obscure»; Avramović (n. 2), 141: «l’adozione postuma è senz’altro uno tra i più strani isti-
tuti ateniesi»; Cox (n. 2), 148–149: «besides adoption inter vivos, there was testamentary adop-
tion and the mysterious posthumous adoption»; S. Ferrucci, L’Atene di Iseo. L’organizzazione
del privato nella prima metà del IV sec. a. C., 1998, 197: «L’adozione postuma è l’istituto che
presenta le maggiori difficoltà ad essere ricostruito con certezza»; Karabélias (n. 2), 33: «une
adoption posthume, dont les modalités et la fréquence restent à définir», 180 (see n. 10 below).
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would imply. His successor was named from among the closest surviving relatives, by
the law of kinship proximity, or $gxiste›a, whose authorship the Greeks ascribed to
Solon.4

The law of $gxiste›a favored relatives on the father’s side over those on the mother’s
side, and males over females.5 According to the law of $gxiste›a, if someone died
intestate without legitimate children, his property went to the relatives in the nearest
degree (toÖ« ãggytˇtv gwnoy« t@ toÜ teleyt‹santo« g›gnesùai) in the following
order of preference: brother or half-brother by the same father, and his legitimate
(gn‹sioi) descendants; sister or half-sister by the same father, and her legitimate
descendants; other legitimate relatives on the father’s side as far as children of first
cousins. In their absence, the property passed to the relatives on the mother’s side,
according to the same degrees of proximity: half-brother by the same mother, and his
legitimate descendants; half-sister by the same mother, and her legitimate descend-
ants; other legitimate relatives on the mother’s side as far as children of first cousins.6
We need to distinguish between legitimate (gn‹sioi) relatives and relatives in general,
or syggeneÖ«. The latter included bastards (nfiùoi), who had no place in $gxiste›a.7
The most important difference between the syggeneÖ« and the $gxisteÖ« was, thus,
not that of kinship proximity – some have argued that the former group was com-
prised of relatives at large while the latter was of the closest kinsmen,8 – but that
$gxiste›a included only legitimate relatives who, for that reason, had the right to
inherit by law. A bastard son was a closer kin (syggen‹«) than a gn‹sio« first cousin,
but when a person died without legitimate male children of his own and intestate
(i. e., without making either a will or an adoption) and the gn‹sio« first cousin
appeared to be his closest surviving relation by $gxiste›a, it was that cousin who
became his successor and inherited his property. The closest $gxiste÷« was legally
entitled to inherit, regardless of whether or not he was posthumously adopted.9

4 E.g., Dem. 20.102, [Dem.] 43.51, 78, and 46.14.
5 The preference of males: e.g., [Dem.] 43.51, 78, and 44.12, 62; Isae. 7.20.
6 Isae. 4.15–18 (4.15: the quote), 7.20, 11.1–3; [Dem.] 43.3 (Ł klhronom›a kat@ tÎn

$gxiste›an), 51, and 61, and 44.14–15 and 66. See esp. U. E. Paoli, SDHI 2, 1936, 78, 100–107 =
U. E. Paoli, in: A. Biscardi – R. Martini, ed., Altri studi di diritto greco e romano, 1976,
323–361; Hunter (n. 2), 101–102. For defining «children of first cousins», see MacDowell
(n. 3), 106; Rubinstein (n. 2), 44 n. 32; C. B. Patterson, in: S. Benhabib – J. Resnik, ed.,
Migrations and Mobilities: Citizenship, Borders, and Gender, 2009, 59; R. V. Cudjoe, The Social
and Legal Position of Widows and Orphans in Classical Athens, 2010, 31–32.

7 E.g., Aristoph. Av. 1660–1666; [Dem.] 43.51; Isae. 6.47.
8 For this explanation, see, e.g., G. Glotz, La solidarité de la famille dans le droit criminel en

Grèce, 1904, 347; J. C. Miles, Hermathena 75, 1950, 71; A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of Athens,
1968, 143; É. Karabélias, JJP 20, 1990, 67 (with n. 50) and É. Karabélias, Études d’histoire
juridique et sociale de la Grèce ancienne, Recueil d’études, 2005, 152–153.

9 Cf. J. H. Lipsius, Das Attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren, 1905–1915, 509 n. 33; Hunter
(n. 2), 107: «In fact, whether such an adoption took place or not, the son (or sons) of an epikleros
inherited his grandfather’s estate when he reached his majority»; Karabélias (n. 2), 179 (with
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Among the unresolved issues is the fact that relatives were not obliged to provide their
sons for posthumous adoption. This led some, including Gernet himself, to qualify
posthumous adoption as a custom rather than a legal phenomenon.10 The question of
what constituted legal, and illegal, posthumous adoptions will be addressed below.
Meanwhile, by taking a closer look at what Lene Rubinstein’s study on adoptions in
ancient Athens presented as the only two «allegedly legal cases (of posthumous adop-
tion) known to us», even if she did not explain what she meant by «legal» in such cases,
we can see how posthumous adoptions worked.11 These cases are mentioned in two
speeches pertaining to property disputes by members of the same extended family.
The first case concerns the adoption of the natural son of Sositheus (see Stemma 1).
According to Sositheus ([Dem.] 43.12–15), Eubulides II (who was first cousin to the
late Hagnias II, and his closest relation) had no male children of his own and wished to

n. 23) and Karabélias (n. 8), 41–42. While such references were made specifically to the suc-
cession by the son(s) of the ãp›klhro«, cases of posthumous adoption similarly reflected the law
of $gxiste›a, as we shall see below.

10 E.g., Gernet, Démosthène (n. 1), 91: «L’adoption posthume est une institution qui paraît
être restée au marge du droit»; Karabélias (n. 2), 179 n. 22: «l’adoption posthume était plutôt
pratiquée de façon facultative», 180: «l’adoption posthume qui, mal connue, semble être en
marge du droit»; Griffith-Williams (n. 2), 146 n. 5: «a matter of custom rather than law».

11 Rubinstein (n. 2), 107: «The law-text itself does not prove that the Archon was required
to induce or force intestate heirs to carry out posthumous adoptions … I have found no
instances of the Archon having initiated a procedure of posthumous adoption. This is in itself no
proof that it did not happen, since most of our known examples of posthumous (sic) are alleged
to have been illegal anyway. But even in the two allegedly legal cases known to us, we know that
the Archon had not been involved at any stage».

Stemma 1. The family of Hagnias I ([Dem.] 43)
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adopt a son of his daughter Phylomache II, the wife of Sositheus, into his own house-
hold (oÚko«) and, therefore (as Sositheus insisted), that of Hagnias (43.12: ãspo÷dazen
ƒpv« ãk tá« ùygatrÌ« eåspoihùÕ aÉtˆ yÅÌ« eå« tÌn oÚkon tÌn YaytoÜ kaÏ tÌn ]gn›oy).

Hence, after the death of Eubulides II, Sositheus arranged a posthumous adoption
of one of his four sons by Phylomache II, introducing him into Eubulides II’s house-
hold (43.15: eåspepoihkfiti tÌn paÖda eå« tÌn oÚkon tÌn E\boyl›doy).

The second case is about the posthumous adoption of Macartatus II (see Stemma 2).
According to Theopompus, after the two brothers, Chaereleos and Macartatus, died,

kataleifùwnto« dÍ toÜ ProspaltoÖ xvr›oy kaÏ gignomwnoy tá« ãke›nvn $delfá«, ãmá« dÍ
gynaikfi«, ãpe›sùhn Ép’ ãke›nh« eåspoiásai Makartˇt8 tÌn õteron tân pa›dvn· o\x ¬na !mÎ"
l>toyrgo›hn, eå prosgwnoitfi moi toÜto tÌ xvr›on. Çmo›v« g@r kaÏ [mÎ] eåspoi‹santo« toÜto g’
Épárxe· o\dÍ g@r ãl>to÷rgoyn di@ toÜtfi g’ fltton o\dwn («The estate at Prospalta was left and
passed to their sister, my wife, and I was persuaded by her to let one of our sons be adopted into
the family of Macartatus. I was not trying to avoid performing public services if this property
accrued to me, since my situation remained unaltered after I had given him up: I did not perform
fewer public services than before»).

Sositheus briefly mentioned the same episode as follows:

$ll@ pfiùen d‹ ãsti tÌ ònoma Ç Makˇrtato«; ãk tân prÌ« mhtrfi«. eåsepoi‹ùh g@r oíto« eå« tÌn
oÚkon tÌn Makartˇtoy toÜ Prospalt›oy, $delfoÜ ònto« tá« mhtrÌ« tá« to÷toy, kaÏ öxei kaÏ
ãkeÖnon tÌn oÚkon («Whence, then, does the name Macartatus come? From relatives on his
mother’s side. For this man was adopted into the household of Macartatus the Prospaltian, his
mother’s brother, and he possesses that household also»).12

12 Isae. 11.49–50 and [Dem.] 43.77, respectively.

Stemma 2. The family of Stratius I (Isae. 11)
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These cases reveal several important similarities: the property was adjudicated to a
woman, who was the only successor – either a daughter ([Dem.] 43) or a sister (Isae.
11) – and thus an ãp›klhro«;13 in both cases, it was her son who was offered for post-
humous adoption; as the closest male $gxiste÷« to the deceased person, this son was
supposed to inherit the property anyway.14 What, then, was the difference between
posthumous adoption and succession by $gxiste›a? The only difference appears to
have been that posthumous adoption installed the adoptee in the oÚko« of the
deceased person. Sositheus made the manner in which he had introduced Eubu-
lides III into the household of his late maternal grandfather clear, while Theopompus
said that he did not control the estate of the late Macartatus because his son had taken
possession of the oÚko« of his late maternal uncle as Macartatus II.

The difference between succession by $gxiste›a and succession with posthumous
adoption was derived from a general understanding of adoption as being designed to
prevent the adopter’s household from becoming a «desolate household» (oÚko« örhmo«).
This ultimate purpose explains many specific aspects of adoptions, inter vivos and by
testament, in ancient Athens: adoptions were not made between two individuals but
into the household of the adopter;15 the adoptee severed his connection with his orig-
inal oÚko« and could not inherit its property;16 the adoptee had to establish a legit-
imate son in his place if he wanted to leave the oÚko« of the adopter and return to his
natal oÚko«;17 and the adoptee usually had to marry the daughter of the adopter or at

13 This word is used here in its usual modern interpretation, as an «heiress», although women
owned no immovable property in ancient Greece: see, e.g., J. E. Karnezis, The Epikleros, 1972,
206; R. Sealey, CA 3, 1984, 111 n. 1 and R. Sealey, The Justice of the Greeks, 1994, 17, with
Karabélias (n. 2), 18–20 on the danger of applying modern terminology to ancient Greek
realities.

14 Cf. Isae. 10.12: kat@ tÌn nfimon ¯« o\k ã¹ tân tá« ãpikl‹roy k÷rion eÚnai, $ll’ Ó toŒ«
paÖda« ãpÏ d›ete« Łb‹santa« krateÖn tân xrhmˇtvn («the law does not allow anybody to control
the property of an heiress except her sons, who obtain possession of it on reaching the second
year after puberty») and 8.31, with Lipsius (n. 9), 509 n. 33; Karnezis (n. 13), 228; Hunter
(n. 2), 107 (see n. 9 above); Karabélias (n. 2), 170, 181–183; and C. Leduc, Pallas 85, 2011,
176, 178.

15 For example, [Dem.] 43.12, 15, 77 (see n. 12 above), and, e.g., Isae. 10.17; Isocr. 19.44 (nÜn
d’ eå« tÌn a\tân m’ eåsepoi‹sato). See S. Pomeroy, Families in Classical and Hellenistic Greece,
1997, 122 (with n. 71).

16 E.g., Isae. 6.44–45, 10.11, with F. Brindesi, La famiglia attica: il matrimonio e l’adozione,
1961, 73–74; E. Ruschenbusch, ZRG R 79, 1962, 308; A. Maffi, Symposion 1990, 1991, 219;
P. Cobetto Ghiggia, L’adozione ad Atene in epoca classica, 1999, 40–41.

17 E.g., Dem. 44.61–63; cf. I.Cret. 4, 72, col. XI, 6–10, with, e.g., Lipsius (n. 9), 518; Brindesi
(n. 16), 38–39; Harrison (n. 8), 85–87; Lacey (n. 2), 25, 106, 146; Rubinstein (n. 2), 17;
C. A. Cox, ZPE 107, 1995, 251 with Cox (n. 2), 35–36, 88, 149; Avramović (n. 2), 143 (with
n. 35); L. Gagliardi, Dike 5, 2002, 30–31 (with bibliography); A. C. Scafuro, Symposion
2011, 2012, 156; A. Damet, La septième porte. Les conflits familiaux dans l’Athènes classique,
2012, 155.
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least take care of her.18 However, once a person died intestate and his closest relative
succeeded him by $gxiste›a, the likely outcome was that the oÚko« of the deceased
became «desolate» and his property would be transferred to the oÚko« of the successor.
The «desolation» implied that the household ceased to exist as an independent entity:
even if someone inherited the property, as was usually the case, the household became
extinct. A «desolate oÚko«» was the same as an extinct oÚko«.19

Adoption, therefore, meant an extension of the oÚko«,20 which was an important
argument in legal cases, when the closest relatives challenged the rights of the adopt-
ees. The latter responded by claiming that if the relatives succeeded in invalidating
the adoption and, therefore, inherited the property of the adopters, the oÚkoi would
become extinct, as in the following texts:

(Isae. 2.15): the speaker, who was defending the validity of his adoption by the late Menecles
against the claims of Menecles’ brother, tried to strengthen his case by accusing his opponent of
intending to desolate Menecles’ household (ãjerhmoÜn a\toÜ tÌn oÚkon).

(Isae. 7.31): the sisters of Apollodorus inherited their brother’s estate (kláron) – evidently, as
his closest surviving relatives – and their husbands sold his landed property, thus having left
his household shamefully and deplorably desolate (tÌn dÍ oÚkon aåsxrâ« oœtv« kaÏ deinâ«
ãjhrhmvmwnon).

18 E.g., the law quoted in [Dem.] 43.54 = E. Ruschenbusch, SOLVNOS NOMOI. Die
Fragmente des Solonischen Gesetzeswerkes mit einer Text- und Überlieferungsgeschichte, 1966,
F 126 = A. Martina, Solone. Testimonianze sulla vita e l’opera, 1968, F 437, ascribed to Solon:
e. g., Glotz (n. 8), 330–331, 338 n. 1 and A. C. Scafuro, in: J. H. Blok – A. P. M. H. Lardi-
nois, ed., Solon of Athens. New Historical and Philological Approaches, 2006, 179, 18–190 (with
n. 41), 195; pace E. Ruschenbusch, Kleine Schriften zur griechischen Rechtsgeschichte, 2005,
194; Isae. 1.39; and Menan. Dysc. 731–732, which show that the adoptee did not necessarily have
to marry the adopter’s daughter: for this opinion, see, e.g., Karnezis (n. 13), 218–219; Cox
(n. 2), 88, 95 (with n. 112), 128; S. C. Humphreys, ZRG R 119, 2002, 340 n. 2. See esp. L. Ger-
net, Droit et société dans la Grèce ancienne, 1955, 136; Maffi (n. 16), 218 (with n. 12); Rubin-
stein (n. 2), 95–97. It has been argued, however, that the outcome depended on the type of
adoption: the adoptee had to marry the adopter’s daughter in adoptions by testament, and did
not have to do so in adoptions inter vivos: e.g., Gagliardi (n. 17), 43 (with n. 133 for bibli-
ography); cf. Karabélias (n. 2), 146–147, whose approach similarly distinguished between dif-
ferent types of adoptions. But see W. Schmitz, Nachbarschaft und Dorfgemeinschaft im
archaischen und klassischen Griechenland, 2004, 223 (with n. 236), who believed that the option
of not marrying the adopter’s daughter was a later development and had no connection to any
specific type of adoption; this view was evidently derived from the suggested dating of the law
that was quoted in [Dem.] 43.54 to some time after Solon: see, e.g., Ruschenbusch, loc. cit.

19 This simple conclusion has often been buried in debates on the meaning of oÚko« örhmo«.
For such debates, see, for example, D. Asheri, Archivio giuridico ‹Filippo Serafini›, 6 ser., 28,
1960, 8, 23 (but see 24: «l’oÚko« stesso veniva eliminato come entità independente ed absorbito in
quello dell’ãgg÷tata gwnoy«»); Karabélias (n. 2), 30–33.

20 E.g., Harrison (n. 8), 93; Rubinstein (n. 2), 69; A. Maffi, Il diritto di famiglia nel
Codice di Gortina, 1997, 80; Avramović (n. 2), 164; Cox (n. 2), 184; Cobetto Ghiggia
(n. 16), 296; Karabélias (n. 2), 67, 82.
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(Isae. 7.43): the adoptee of Apollodorus disputed the claims to his estate by Apollodorus’
cousins, arguing that they would make the household of Apollodorus desolate (mÎ ãpÏ to÷toi«
!eÚnai" ãjerhmâsai tÌn oÚkon tÌn ãke›noy), and pointing out (7.44) that their advocate had ref-
used to provide a son for adoption by his relative, thus similarly leaving the household of that
person desolate (Çmo›v« ©n kaÏ toÜton ãjerhmØsa«).

(Isocr. 19.3): when a half-sister of the late Thrasylochus from the island of Siphnos disputed the
rights of his adopted son, the latter accused her of trying to leave Thrasylochus’ household deso-
late (tÌn oÚkon örhmon poiásai).

([Dem.] 43.78): Sositheus accused Macartatus II of having introduced his son by his mother’s
descent into the Prospaltians, thereby causing the household of Hagnias to become desolate (tÌn
dÍ ]gn›oy oÚkon eúaken örhmon eÚnai tÌ to÷toy mwro«).

Succession by the closest relative did not guarantee the continuation of the oÚko« of
the deceased person. In fact, the evidence shows that the opposite was more likely.
Therefore, the argument commonly put forward by the adoptees was that adoption
safeguarded the oÚkoi of the deceased heads of households, thus making it possible to
hold their funerals, to preserve their names and family cults, and to perform annual
rites for them.21 Moral and religious claims were put in front of economic interests.

This situation casts a new light on the arguments by which the closest relatives dis-
puted adoptions. In one such case, while contesting the estate of Hagnias, Sositheus
([Dem.] 43.74–75) told the judges that he gave his daughter in marriage to his own
brother’s son so that the children born of them would be of the same family as Hagnias
(ãk toÜ a\toÜ gwnoy« Ùsin ]gn›<), and that the households springing from Buselus
(i. e., the forefather of the entire family: see Stemma 1) should be preserved as com-
pletely as possible (ƒpv« ©n dias”zvntai ƒti mˇlista oÅ oÚkoi oÅ $pÌ toÜ Boyswloy).
While the words of Sositheus reflected the widespread practice of marriage among
members of the same family, including cousins,22 he also presented his actions as dis-
plays of loyalty to the well-being of the entire family rather than his individual inter-
ests. Likewise, when trying to wrestle the estate of the late Archiades from a string of
several generations of adopted children, the speaker insisted that it was, in fact, the
task of Archiades’ closest relatives to ensure that his oÚko« did not become desolate
after he died:

ŁmÖn mÍn g@r $nagkaÖon Òn, toÜ nfimoy t@« $gxiste›a« toÖ« ãggytˇtv gwnoy« $podidfinto«,
oÛsin oåke›oi« [rxiˇdoy toÜ ãj $rxá« katalipfinto« tÌn kláron, m‹te tÌn oÚkon ãjerhmvùwnta
tÌn ãke›noy periideÖn m‹te tá« o\s›a« Ytwroy« klhronom‹santa«, oë« o\d’ ÇtioÜn pros‹kei

21 E.g., Isae. 2.37, 46, 7.30, 8.21–23. On the importance of religious aspects of the preservation
of households, see, e.g., Rubinstein (n. 2), 69–76 and Karabélias (n. 8), 126–128, both with
further evidence.

22 E.g., Cox (n. 2), 63–64; C. A. Cox, in: B. Rawson, ed., A Companion to Families in the
Greek and Roman Worlds, 2011, 240–241. One of the best illustrations of this situation appears
to be the legal requirement that the closest $gxiste÷« marry the ãp›klhro« through the process
of adjudication, or ãpidikas›a: e.g., [Dem.] 43.54 (see n. 18 above); Isae. 1.39, 3.64–65, and 6.14,
with Karabélias (n. 2), 59, 109–143.
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(«Since the law grants the right of succession to the nearest of kin and since we are relatives of
Archiades, who left the estate at the outset, it was incumbent upon us neither to suffer his house-
hold to become extinct nor to let others, who had no right whatever to it, to inherit his prop-
erty»),

kaÏ Ł mÍn toÜ gwnoy« $gxiste›a toÜ Łmetwroy, ãn ̊  ãstin Ç kláro«, sxedÌn oœtv« öxei, Ù ¡ndre«
dikasta›. [rxiˇd> g@r prÌ« $ndrân ŁmeÖ« mÍn gwnei ãggytˇtv, kaÏ kat@ toÜton tÌn nfimon
$jioÜnte« tá« ãke›noy o\s›a« klhronomeÖn kaÏ tÌ gwno« mÎ periideÖn ãjerhmvùwn, ãlˇxomen
prÌ« tÌn ¡rxonta toÜ kl‹roy («The right of inheritance in our family, to which the estate
belongs, is essentially this, men of the jury. Since we are the nearest of kin to Archiades in the
male line and since we deem it right that we should inherit his property according to this law and
not allow the family to become extinct, we claimed the estate before the Archon»), and

ŁmeÖ« d’ oåfimeùa deÖn, Ù ¡ndre« dikasta›, ãpeid@n perÏ to÷toy toÜ $gâno« ÉmeÖ« tÎn cáfon
ãnwgkhte, thnikaÜta ãk tân kat@ gwno« ãggytˇtv Łmân eåspoieÖn yÅÌn tˆ teteleythkfiti, ƒpv«
©n Ç oÚko« mÎ ãjerhmvùÕ («But in our opinion, men of the jury, it is only after you have given a
verdict concerning the present case that a son should be adopted into the family of the deceased
from among us as the closest by lineage, in order that the household may not become extinct»).23

By returning to the same topic again and again, the speaker stressed its importance to
his overall argument. Such statements evidently countered accusations from the other
side, which, as we have seen, were a common argument in legal cases involving adop-
tions. The emphasis on the rôle of the closest relatives only serves to prove, however,
that the usual outcome, and the common perception, of succession by the closest
relatives to a person who died intestate and without legitimate children was the
extinction of his oÚko«.

The closest relatives likely often refused to give their sons for adoption precisely
because they expected to inherit the property by virtue of $gxiste›a. Conversely, at
least in some cases, Athenians adopted sons with the aim of depriving their closest
relatives of their inheritance. This was the intention of Phrastor, who adopted a son
because, according to Apollodorus, he neither wished to die childless, nor for his
relatives (syggeneÖ«, oåke›oi) to get his property ([Dem.] 59.57–58). Phrastor evidently
realized that, should his relatives inherit his property through the law of $gxiste›a, his
oÚko« would become desolate, and he intended to avoid this situation by adopting a
son.24 In the speech On the Estate of Apollodorus, the speaker accused the sisters of
Apollodorus II of planning to make his household desolate by never giving him a son
for adoption and, in the end, inheriting and taking over his property. Hence, argued
the speaker (Isae. 7.31–33), Apollodorus I had adopted him, having realized that if he
left his estate in the hands of his relatives, his household would be extinguished in a
similar fashion. In another speech, On the Estate of Cleonymus, the speaker tried to
overturn the will of his uncle, by arguing that Cleonymus made his will, and adopted

23 Dem. 44.2, 11, and 43, respectively. See Schmitz (n. 18), 225, who pointed to the inter-
changeable use of lagxˇnein and k÷rio« eÚnai in the law quoted in [Dem.] 43.51.

24 As, correctly, D. Hamel, Trying Neaira, 2003, 87. Cf. K. A. Kapparis, Apollodoros.
Against Neaira, 1999, 286–287, who passed this matter over.
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a son, thus depriving his closest relatives (including the speaker and some other
unnamed people), because he was angry with one of them (Isae. 1.3–4, incl. 1.3: çrgis-
ùeÏ« tân oåke›vn tinÏ tân Łmetwrvn). Cases in which children were denied for adop-
tion by close relatives, and when adoptees were specifically chosen from somewhere
other than close relatives, not only reveal a considerable amount of tension among
members of Athenian families,25 but also show family strategies concerning succes-
sion, of which adoptions – including posthumous adoptions – comprised an import-
ant part.

The fact that the people who were adopted posthumously were the same people
who expected to succeed by $gxiste›a without any adoption poses the problems of
identifying the reasons for posthumous adoptions and how these adoptions were
legally defined. Since the difference between a mere inheritance by $gxiste›a and a
posthumous adoption was that the latter effectuated the survival of the oÚko« of the
deceased person, it is perfectly legitimate to explain posthumous adoptions as a moral
obligation of the closest relatives.26 However, quite often, the relatives avoided that
option. And when they used it, it could have been done for a variety of closely tied
economic reasons. Asserting that he had offered his son by Phylomache II for post-
humous adoption into the oÚko« of Eubulides II with the sole intention of preserving
the oÚko« of Hagnias II, Sositheus emphasized that he lost guardianship over him
([Dem.] 43.74–75). However, the new guardian of Eubulides III appeared to be his
brother Sosias, one of the four sons of Sositheus and Phylomache II ([Dem.] 43.14–15;
see Stemma 1). Therefore, while the estate of Eubulides II formally remained a sepa-
rate household, it passed into the control of the family of Sositheus.27 In another case
that we examined above, if Theopompus himself had taken charge of the estate of
the late Macartatus, he would have been liable for more public services. Hence,
his illogical statement that, regardless of the adoption of his son, he still performed no
less public service than before.28 It is likely that Sositheus would have found himself in
a similar situation if he had come into direct control of the estate of Eubulides II via
the $gxiste›a of Phylomache II. Posthumous adoptions allowed the Athenians to
break their property into parts and, thus, to avoid performing more public service.29

25 See, e.g., Damet (n. 17), 150–162, with reference to disputes over inheritance and adop-
tions.

26 As Hunter (n. 2), 107–108; Rubinstein (n. 2), 109–112 and L. Rubinstein, in: M. Cor-
bier, ed., Adoption et fosterage, 2000, 60; Avramović (n. 2), 164–165; Karabélias (n. 2),
32 n. 46; R. Martini, Symposion 1999, 2003, 282 n. 30. See also n. 28 below.

27 For a discussion of this text and an elaboration on family strategies, see Schmitz (n. 18),
225–226.

28 Isae. 11.49–50 (see n. 12 above), with W. E. Thompson, De Hagniae Hereditate: An Athe-
nian Inheritance Case, 1976, 57–58, who asserted that Theopompus was guided by consider-
ations of morality; cf. the skepticism of W. Wyse, The Speeches of Isaeus, 1904, 712.

29 For social pressure on wealthy people, and the correlation between the burden of public
service and the amount of personal wealth, see, e.g., Aeschin. 1.101 (the father of Timarchus
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This was certainly possible if the family had more than one son: both Eubulides III
and Macartatus II had brothers. Adoption was avoided when a family had only one
son, to a large extent because of the same religious considerations we have seen above:
the son was expected to arrange his parents’ funerals and perform sacral rites (Isae.
2.10–11).

The evidence does not support the view that posthumous adoption «conferred
rights of inheritance».30 Quite the opposite, the right of inheritance by $gxiste›a
served as the basis for posthumous adoptions. Hence, a family’s decision to arrange
for a posthumous adoption for reasons other than, or in addition to, a moral obli-
gation, was made because posthumous adoption ipso facto proved that, as his closest
$gxiste÷«, the adoptee was the lawful successor of the deceased person. Posthumous
adoption, therefore, was a powerful argument when the property was contested, as
well as when the family that arranged a posthumous adoption also laid claim to the
estates of the adopter’s other relatives. In the latter case, Sositheus went out of his way
to show that the posthumous adoption of his son into the oÚko« of Eubulides II
([Dem.] 43.15) also meant his adoption into the oÚko« of Hagnias II (43.14: çrùâ« kaÏ
proshkfintv« tÌn paÖda toytonÏ eåsˇgesùai E\boyl›d> yÅÌn eå« tÌn oÚkon tÌn
]gn›oy), which was, allegedly, Eubulides II’s own desire, as we have seen above (43.12).
Sositheus claimed that he introduced his son as the adopted son of Eubulides II to
the phrateres of Hagnias II and Eubulides II (43.11 and 13: eå« toŒ« ]gn›oy kaÏ
E\boyl›doy frˇtera«).31 Although the introduction of the boy into a phratry only
confirmed his status as a gn‹sio«,32 since Phylomache II was Eubulides II’s ãp›klhro«,
having her son acknowledged as legitimate guaranteed him the inheritance of her
father. The situation with Hagnias II was different. However, in this case, too, the rôle
of posthumous adoption was important: it not only brought one of Sositheus’ sons

allegedly sold a part of his property in order to avoid the obligation to perform public services),
with M. R. Christ, TAPA 120, 1990, 147–169; P. Liddel, Civic Obligation and Individual
Liberty in Ancient Athens, 2007, 262–274; M. R. Christ, The Bad Citizen in Classical Athens,
2006, 146–154, 194–198, who, however, did not discuss these cases in his overview of «Conceal-
ment of property»: 191–194.

30 Schaps (n. 2), 28. Cf. similar inferences by J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families,
1971, 86 (posthumous adoption was «the only means of gaining a secure hold on a property on
which someone else would otherwise have had a better claim»); Rubinstein (n. 2), 48–49 («the
adoption got its legal validity from the rites of affiliation»); and Cobetto Ghiggia (n. 16), 278:
«Filoctemone aveva un discendente legittimo e diretto a mezzo di adozione postuma», and 283:
«come successore di Filoctemone attraverso un’ adozione postuma».

31 Among those convinced by that argument was Libanius, Hypoth. Dem. 56.1: Phylomache
ãpedikˇzeto toÜ kl‹roy toÜ ]gn›oy Ñ« oÛsa ãgg÷tata tˆ gwnei, and 4.

32 Thompson (n. 28), 71: on the vote by the phrateres – «all their vote really signifies is that
they regard Phylomache as Euboulides’ daughter and her son as legitimate … Sositheos, how-
ever, by constantly coupling Euboulides and Hagnias, tries to make it appear that the phrateres
recognized the boy as Hagnias’ heir».
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«a degree nearer to Hagnias»,33 but, by presenting the boy as the closest relation to
Eubulides II, it also laid a claim for him as the closest relation to Hagnias II. Sositheus
([Dem.] 43.17) asserted the right of his son, as Eubulides III, to the estate of Hagnias II
in even stronger terms, by telling the judges that

[… g@r] ãpide›jv Ueopfimpoy toÜ patrÌ« toÜ Makartˇtoy gwnei ònta« ]gn›< ãggytwrv
E\boyl›dhn te tÌn paÖda toytonÏ kaÏ Filomˇxhn, û ãstin m‹thr tˆ paid›, E\boyl›doy dÍ
ùygˇthr, kaÏ o\ mfinon gwnei ãggytˇtv ònta«, $ll@ tÌ parˇpan o\dÍ ònta o\dwna $nùrØpvn
ãn tˆ oúk8 tˆ ]gn›oy ¡llon Ó tÎn mhtwra toÜ paidÌ« toytoyÏ kaÏ a\tÌn toÜton tÌn paÖda
(«[… for] I will prove to you that this boy Eubulides here and Phylomache, who is the mother of
the boy and the daughter of Eubulides II, are nearer of kin to Hagnias than Theopompus, the
father of Macartatus, and not only that they are nearest of kin, but also – that not a single living
being, none at all, belongs to the household of Hagnias except for the mother of this boy and the
boy himself»).

Sositheus used the posthumous adoption of one of his sons into the oÚko« of Eubu-
lides II to also claim the estate of Hagnias II on behalf of his wife and that son.

This brings us to the question of how posthumous adoptions were defined in legal
terms. According to Athenian law, the responsibility for preserving households of
Athenians from extinction belonged to the Archon, as explained by Isaeus:

pˇnte« g@r oÅ teleyt‹sein mwllonte« prfinoian poioÜntai sfân a\tân, ƒpv« mÎ ãjerhmØsoysi
toŒ« sfetwroy« a\tân oúkoy«, $ll’ östai ti« kaÏ Ç ãnagiân kaÏ pˇnta t@ nomizfimena a\toÖ«
poi‹svn· di’ ¯ k©n ¡paide« teleyt‹svsin, $ll’ oÛn poihsˇmenoi katale›poysi. kaÏ o\ mfinon
åd›< taÜta gignØskoysin, $ll@ kaÏ dhmos›< tÌ koinÌn tá« pfilev« oœtv taÜt’ ögnvke· nfim8
g@r tˆ ¡rxonti tân oúkvn, ƒpv« ©n mÎ ãjerhmântai, prostˇttei tÎn ãpimwleian («All men,
when they are near their end, take precautions on their own behalf to prevent their households
from becoming desolate and to ensure that there will be somebody to perform sacrifices and
carry out the customary rites over them. And so, even if they die childless, they at least leave
behind adopted children. And not only do they decide to do this for themselves, but the city too
has publicly so decided, since by law it enjoins on the Archon the duty of preventing households
from being extinguished»).34

Modern studies have questioned the validity of this passage, because neither the
Archon nor any law could enforce posthumous adoption in Athens.35 This opinion

33 As Wyse (n. 28), 674: the posthumous adoption brought «the boy a degree nearer to Hag-
nias II, in order that a claim to the estate might be presented in the name of a son of a first cousin.»

34 Isae. 7.30. The other document usually adduced in such discussions is a purported quote
from the law, which was inserted in [Dem.] 43.75 at some later date. For its authenticity, see Sca-
furo (n. 18), 182–189, 194–195.

35 E.g., Lipsius (n. 9), 509 (with notes); Harrison (n. 8), 92–93; Rubinstein (n. 2),
105–106 and 107 (see n. 11 above); Cobetto Ghiggia (n. 16), 214–216. Cf. Ferrucci (n. 3),
197–198, incl. 197: posthumous adoption «parrebbe comunque trattarsi dell’ unico caso nel
quale la polis interveniva direttamente nell’ assegnazione dell’ eredità», and Gagliardi (n. 17),
9 n. 7: at the posthumous adoption, «l’arconte provvedeva (o poteva provvedere) a nominargli
un successore come capo dell’ oÚko«».
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reflects both the nature of posthumous adoption, which could not be imposed (hence,
the views about the non-legal nature of posthumous adoption, and attempts to explain
it as a moral obligation36), and also the uncertain part played by the Archon in post-
humous adoptions. It has been debated whether the Archon was proactive and respon-
sible for establishing adoptees through his own initiative, or whether his rôle was much
more modest, and was limited, for the most part, to protecting the property of the
oÚko« whose head had passed away, leaving neither a will nor legitimate children.37 No
evidence exists, however, that the Archon, or any other official, or the law for that
matter, foresaw and enforced posthumous adoptions. It is, therefore, difficult to see
how the city could use posthumous adoptions to keep oÚkoi from extinction.38 What
rôle, then, did the Archon play in posthumous adoptions, and how were they defined
legally?

When the Archon helped to preserve existing oÚkoi from extinction by taking care
of the ãp›klhroi, orphans, and widows (including those who stayed in the oÚkoi of
their late husbands, claiming to be pregnant),39 his major task was to determine the
closest relative via $gxiste›a. Thus, the Archon compelled the closest relative (Ç ãg-
g÷tata gwnoy«) to either marry the ãp›klhro« or, if he refused to do so, arrange for
her to be married with a dowry to someone else.40 When disputes arose over rights to
guardianships, estates, and ãp›klhroi (Arist. Ath. Pol. 56.6), the Archon’s job was to
ascertain the closest $gxiste÷«, because the rights belonged to that person. The
speaker in On the Estate of Nicostratus reflected that fact when he said that the right to
an estate could be disputed by relatives on the basis of kinship proximity (Isae. 4.25:
kat@ tÌ gwno«), and that there was no place for such a dispute when the estate was
inherited through a testament. Hence, after the son of Sositheus was introduced as the
posthumously adopted son of Eubulides II, he «summoned Macartatus to an adjudi-
cation of the estate of Hagnias, and filed a suit before the Archon». By being posthum-
ously adopted into the oÚko« of Eubulides II, the son of Sositheus presented himself as
the closest relative of Eubulides II and, thus, as the closest relative to Hagnias II, which
allowed him to also claim the estate of Hagnias II. He filed a suit «before the Archon»
(ölaxe prÌ« tÌn ¡rxonta), which was a standard procedure if inheritance, that is the
property of the deceased person, was contested.41

36 The non-legal nature of posthumous adoption: see n. 10 above. Its moral character: see
n. 26 above.

37 For overviews, see Avramović (n. 2), 164; Cobetto Ghiggia (n. 16), 215–216; Kara-
bélias (n. 2), 31 n. 43.

38 As M. Podo, L’adozione nel diritto attico, 1957, 7; Brindesi (n. 16), 50–53, 71, 81; S. Fer-
rucci, Dike 9, 2006, 196 (with n. 41). Cf. H. Lindsay, in: Rawson (n. 22), 348: «a posthumous
adoption was … mediated by the courts».

39 See Arist. Ath. Pol. 56.6–7 and [Dem.] 43.75 (see n. 34 above).
40 [Dem.] 43.54 (see n. 18 above); cf. Arist. Ath. Pol. 56.7.
41 [Dem.] 43.15: prosekalwsato Makˇrtaton toÜ kl‹roy toÜ ]gn›oy eå« diadikas›an, kaÏ

ölaxe prÌ« tÌn ¡rxonta. Cf. Dem. 44.11 (see n. 23 above).
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It appears that in cases of posthumous adoptions, which were also made on the basis
of kinship proximity, the task of the Archon was, similarly, to ascertain that the adop-
tee was the closest relative by $gxiste›a, as the following two speeches from the cor-
pus Isaeacum illustrate. In the first, the speech On the Estate of Philoctemon (see
Stemma 3), the speaker, a friend of the family of Chaerestratus (who had allegedly
been adopted by Philoctemon in a will), accused his opponents of plotting to appro-
priate the property (o\s›a) of the old and incapacitated Euctemon after his death
(Isae. 6.35). He pointed out that, when Euctemon fell gravely ill, these people regis-
tered before the Archon (prÌ« tÌn ¡rxonta) two young men – allegedly the legitimate
children of Euctemon by a certain Callipe – as the posthumously adopted children of
Philoctemon and Ergamenes, i.e. the two late sons of Euctemon, respectively, and
inscribed themselves as the guardians of those youths.42

In this case, as in that of Eubulides III, posthumous adoption was a strategy
intended to seal a legal claim not only to the oÚko« of the adopter, the late Philocte-
mon, but also to the oÚko« of his closest relative, his old father Euctemon.43 As soon
as the court met, the Archon put the lease of the property that now belonged to the

42 Isae. 6.36: $pogrˇfoysi tø paÖde to÷tv prÌ« tÌn ¡rxonta Ñ« eåspoi‹tv toÖ« toÜ
E\kt‹mono« Éwsi toÖ« teteleythkfisin, ãpigrˇcante« sf»« a\toŒ« ãpitrfipoy«, and 44: o¬tine«
prÌ« mÍn tÌn ¡rxonta $pwgracan a\toŒ« Ñ« ònta« tÌn mÍn Filokt‹mono« tÌn d’ #Ergamwnoy«.

43 See Harrison (n. 8), 140: «at one point at least the orator’s language suggests that there
had never been a formal division of property between Euktemon and his son, Philoktemon»
(with n. 1), and Cobetto Ghiggia (n. 16), 276: «il patrimonio di Filoctemone ed Euctemone
era indiviso» (and n. 265), both with reference to the words of the speaker (Isae. 6.38) that Euc-
temon and his son Philoctemon possessed so large a fortune (oœtv pollÎn o\s›an ãkwkthto
E\kt‹mvn met@ toÜ Éwo« Filokt‹mono«) that both of them were able to undertake the most
costly public liturgies (—ste ´ma te t@ mwgista ÉmÖn l>toyrgeÖn $mfotwroy«) without spending
their primary capital. Cf. Wyse (n. 28), 484: «Chaerestratus appears to have assumed that the
estate of Philoctemon was identical with the estate of Euctemon», and 528: «Although in fact
Philoctemon shared the property with his father, Euctemon alone was the legal owner. ‹The
estate of Philoctemon› is a fiction of the orator».

Stemma 3. The family of Euctemon (Isae. 6)
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adoptees up for auction, which was a standard procedure.44 However, the judges then
cancelled the lease because of the appeal of the «relatives», thus also indicating that the
posthumous adoption of the two youths was invalid.45 The only reason a posthumous
adoption could be nullified was because the adoptee turned out to be not the closest
$gxiste÷« to the adopter. Hence, the most important points at the trial were, first, the
status of the two youths in the sense of whether they were of legitimate birth and, sec-
ond, their $gxiste›a, that is kinship proximity to Euctemon.46 At the cross-examin-
ation ($nˇkrisi«), over which the Archon presided and which preceded the trial, the
opponents of Chaerestratus claimed that the two youths were legitimate sons of Euc-
temon by a certain Callipe.47 This turned the young men into the closest $gxisteÖ« of
the late Philoctemon and Ergamenes and, thus, made their posthumous adoption
possible.

The speaker certainly questioned the legitimacy of the young men’s status, with ref-
erence to the records of the cross-examination as well as depositions and challenges
(Isae. 6.13–16).48 He asserted that the young men were children of a freeman Dion and
a former prostitute Alce, who persuaded the elderly Euctemon to acknowledge them
as his legitimate sons and introduce them in his phratry.49 However, the introduction
into a phratry was a reflection of one’s status as a legitimate child; it was difficult to

44 The lease of the property of the wards by their guardians was an expected step, so that it
alone could in no way serve as a proof of the guardians’ malicious intent. The fact that the prop-
erty had not been leased could be brought as a part of an accusation against the guardians: e.g.,
G. Thür, Belgrade Law Review 58, 2010, 12–13.

45 Isae. 6.37 (oÅ oåke›oi). Cf. a later reference in Isae 6.44 (see n. 42 above). It is certainly true
that when it came to leasing orphans’ estates, «the law court, not the magistrate, had the last
word»: Thür (n. 44), 14. However, the same can be said about any step involving the handling
and transfer of property: Arist. Ath. Pol. 56.6 (see n. 61 below). The rôle of the Archon should
not be underestimated: he not only put the estates of the orphans, and of the ãp›klhroi, up for
auction, but also received a piece of property as security ($pot›mhma) for the lease of those
estates: e.g., M. I. Finley, Studies in Land and Credit in Ancient Athens, 500–200 B.C., 1951,
44–52, 72, 80, 243 n. 56; Harrison (n. 8), 293–303; S. C. Todd, The Shape of Athenian Law,
1993, 252–255; and E. M. Harris, Democracy and the Rule of Law in Classical Athens. Essays
on Law, Society, and Politics, 2006, 211, 213 (and n. 22), 226 n. 48. He, thus, acted similar to
a k÷rio«: e.g., Dem. 30.8. On the importance of the cross-examination, presided over by the
Archon, for the subsequent trial and the decision of the jury-court, see below.

46 It is incorrect to follow the view that the debate was more concerned with the validity of
the posthumous adoption of the two youths than with their status as legitimate children: e.g.,
Avramović (n. 2), 140. In fact, the two considerations were inseparable, because the latter
served as one of the foundations of the former.

47 Isae. 6.12: ƒte g@r aÅ $nakr›sei« Òsan prÌ« tˆ ¡rxonti, with Wyse (n. 28), 209 (on docu-
ments produced at the $nˇkrisi«), 498 (on prÌ« tˆ ¡rxonti).

48 See Isae. 6.16: ka› moi labÍ t‹n t’ $pfikrisin a\tân kaÏ t@« Łmetwra« martyr›a« kaÏ
prokl‹sei«, with Wyse (n. 28), 503 on depositions.

49 Isae. 6.17–26: the speaker refers to the introduction of only one of the two youths, presum-
ably being interested in the young man who was then registered as the posthumously adopted
son of Philoctemon.
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argue against this fact. Hence, the speaker decried his opponents of, first, inscribing
the two young men as posthumously adopted sons of Philoctemon and Ergamenes
and, then, of claiming that the two youths were sons of Euctemon. This was illegal,
declared the speaker, because according to the law, an adoptee could return to his natal
family only after leaving a legitimate son in his place.50 The inference was both that the
posthumous adoptions were questionable and that the opponents of Chaerestratus
were driven exclusively by their desire to appropriate the property, first, of Philocte-
mon and Ergamenes, and, then, of the now late Euctemon.

However, this statement was an act of desperation: the speaker falsely juxtaposed
the claim for arranging the posthumous adoption of the two young men into the oÚkoi
of the late Philoctemon and Ergamenes, respectively, with the claim that those young
men were Euctemon’s legitimate natural-born sons, thus implying that they now
wanted to be (again) recognized as the sons of Euctemon.51 The opponents of Chaere-
stratus insisted that the two young men were the sons of Euctemon as part of the argu-
ment for their posthumous adoption into the oÚkoi of Philoctemon and Ergamenes,
not for their readoption into the oÚko« of Euctemon. It was not necessary to make this
«readoption», because, if acknowledged as the posthumously adopted sons of Philoc-
temon and Ergamenes, the two young men were expected to inherit the property of
Euctemon as his closest $gxisteÖ« in any event. The reason why the opponents of
Chaerestratus stressed that the two young men were legitimate sons of Euctemon was

50 Isae. 6.44: o¬tine« prÌ« mÍn tÌn ¡rxonta $pwgracan a\toŒ« Ñ« ònta« tÌn mÍn
Filokt‹mono« tÌn d’ #Ergamwnoy«, nÜn dÍ diamemartyr‹kasin E\kt‹mono« eÚnai. For this law,
see n. 17 above. This is not the place to examine whether the adopted son, who left a legitimate
son in his place and returned to his original family, also became reinscribed into the registers of
the deme of his original, i.e. natural, father or remained a member of the deme of his adoptive
father: see Rubinstein (n. 2), 58 with Cobetto Ghiggia (n. 16), 234, and Harris (n. 45),
365–370, respectively.

51 This argument has been accepted as valid: e.g., Wyse (n. 28), 530–531; Avramović (n. 2),
150; cf. D. Kamen, Isaeus’ Orations 2 and 6, 2000, 57.

Stemma 4. The family of Xenaenetus I (Isae. 10)
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evidently that the judges had cancelled the lease of the property in question and,
therefore, nullified the posthumous adoption of the two young men. The supporters
of the two youths argued that the young men had the right to be posthumously
adopted by virtue of their status as legitimate children of Euctemon, thus repeating
what had been said at the $nˇkrisi« before the cancellation of the lease by the judges
and before the current trial.

In the second speech, On the Estate of Aristarchus (see Stemma 4), the speaker (the
plaintiff), a maternal grandson of Aristarchus I, argued that since his late uncle Cyro-
nides had been adopted by Xenaenetus I (who was Cyronides’ maternal grandfather)
and, thus, forfeited his right to inherit the oÚko« of Aristarchus I, Cyronides’ son could
not be posthumously adopted into the oÚko« of Aristarchus I ([Isae.] 10.11, 15–16).
However, this is exactly what happened: one of Cyronides’ sons was posthumously
adopted into the oÚko« of Aristarchus I as Aristarchus II. This Aristarchus II then
died without issue, having made his brother, Xenaenetus II (the defendant), his heir
by testament. The speaker contested the validity of the testament, since the earlier
posthumous adoption of Aristarchus II was not founded on any law (10.6: o\dÍ
kaù’ õna nfimon). Therefore, asserted the speaker, the closest remaining $gxiste÷« of
Aristarchus I was the speaker’s mother (10.26), to whom his estate should be adjudi-
cated.

Thus, the speaker both challenged the posthumous adoption of Aristarchus II – who
allegedly was not the nearest $gxiste÷« of Aristarchus I because Cyronides’ ties to the
oÚko« of his father had been severed by Cyronides’ adoption into another oÚko« – and
asserted his own right to the estate of Aristarchus I by advancing his (the speaker’s)
mother as the person who was the closest relative of Aristarchus I by $gxiste›a.

However, it appears that during the $nˇkrisi«, the speaker admitted – allegedly by
force of circumstances – that his mother was a sister to Aristarchus II (10.2: tÎn
mhtwra tÎn ãmÎn ãn tÕ $nakr›sei [ristˇrxoy eÚnai $delfÎn prosgrˇcasùai) and,
therefore, the speaker acknowledged the validity of Aristarchus II’s posthumous
adoption.52 It is generally agreed that the purpose of $nˇkrisi«, which was a typical
feature of inheritance cases, was to determine the relationship on which a claim to the
estate was based,53 regardless of whether $nˇkrisi« was a «preliminary inquiry» or an
«examination» in a basic, general sense.54 Although not mentioned by the speaker,

52 As Wyse (n. 28), 654; Avramović (n. 2), 214.
53 E.g., Harrison (n. 8), 124 n. 2, 143 n. 1, 160 (with n. 1); P. Cobetto Ghiggia, Iseo. Ora-

zioni, 2012, 508.
54 A «preliminary inquiry» or a «preliminary investigation»: e.g., E. S. Forster (LCL); Har-

rison (n. 8), 124 n. 2; S. C. Todd, in: P. Cartledge et al., ed., Nomos. Essays in Athenian Law,
Politics and Society, 1990, 216; R. Omitowoju, Rape and the Politics of Consent in Classical
Athens, 2002, 61; Cudjoe (n. 6), 45; Cobetto Ghiggia (n. 16), 94 (with n. 121) and Cobetto
Ghiggia, Iseo. Orazioni, 509. Cf. MacDowell (n. 3), 241: the Archon «put questions to the
disputants or claimants, and they could also put questions to each other», and 240–242 for a
detailed discussion.
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$nˇkrisi« was conducted «before the Archon».55 Since the right of inheritance
belonged to the closest $gxiste÷«, the task of the Archon was to ascertain the relation-
ships between members of the family and, accordingly, the degrees of their proximity
to the late owner of the estate.56 According to the speech On the Estate of Philoctemon,
children offered for posthumous adoption were inscribed «before the Archon» (Isae.
6.35), who evidently confirmed the posthumous adoption of Aristarchus II on the
basis of the evidence produced at the $nˇkrisi«.

The Archon then passed the results of the latter on to the judges, who acknowl-
edged Aristarchus II as the lawful successor, and as the brother of the speaker’s
mother. This turned the speaker from the only son of the ãp›klhro« into a nephew to
Aristarchus II, thus eliminating his chances to inherit the estate of Aristarchus I.
After Aristarchus II died, the speaker demanded the estate of Aristarchus I for him-
self, staking his claim on presenting the earlier $nˇkrisi« as invalid to the judges,
whom he addressed with this speech. The decision of the judges had to be based on
«law»,57 which was the law of $gxiste›a. Hence, the speaker of On the Estate of Arist-
archus put together the claim that the estate of the late Aristarchus I should be
adjudicated to his (the speaker’s) mother as the closest $gxiste÷« of Aristarchus I,
and that the posthumous adoption of Aristarchus II and his enrollment in the
phratry of Aristarchus I was illegal (Isae. 10.15: o\k ãpÏ tˆ dika›v«), because he was
not the closest $gxiste÷« of Aristarchus I after Cyronides had been adopted by
Xenaenetus I. Therefore, he claimed, the testament of Aristarchus II and the inherit-
ance of Xenaenetus II were also illegal. Both claims were thus derived from the law of
$gxiste›a.58

55 E.g., Isae. 6.12 (see n. 47 above), with E. S. Forster (LCL); Harrison (n. 8), 143 n. 1, 160
(with n. 1); Cudjoe (n. 6), 47. Cf. Wyse (n. 28), 654.

56 Cf. [Dem.] 43.16: ã@n d’ ãpidedikasmwnoy $mfisbhtÕ toÜ kl‹roy Ó tá« ãpikl‹roy, pros-
kale›sùv tÌn ãpidedikasmwnon prÌ« tÌn ¡rxonta … ã@n dÍ mÎ zÕ Ç ãpidikasˇmeno« toÜ
kl‹roy, proskale›sùv kat@ ta\tˇ, ˚ !©n" Ł proùesm›a m‹pv ãj‹k> («if anyone lays claim to an
estate or an heiress after an adjudication has been made, he is to summon before the Archon the
person who has obtained the adjudication … and if the person who has had the estate adjudged
to him is no longer alive, he is to summon the successor in the like manner, provided that the
period covered by the statute of limitations has not expired», and Isae. 10.21: $ll@ nynÏ d›kaion
eåpeÖn ãstin, Ù ¡ndre«, t›no« dfinto« öxei tÌn kláron («But now it is only right, gentlemen, for
my opponent to say who gave him the estate») and 24: —sper tân $mfisbhths›mvn xvr›vn deÖ
tÌn öxonta Ó ùwthn Ó pratára parwxesùai Ó katadedikasmwnon fa›nesùai, oœtv kaÏ to÷toy«
kaù’ õn ti to÷tvn $pof‹nanta« a\tân $jioÜn ãpidikˇzesùai («just as when estates are disputed
the holder must produce the mortgagee or vendor, or else prove that it has been adjudicated to
him, so ought these men claim to have the estate adjudicated to them only after proving their
entitlement in detail»).

57 E.g., Isae. 10.8 (kaù’ õna nfimon), 15.
58 Pace Cobetto Ghiggia (n. 16), 259–260, who was unable to make sense of the words of

the speaker, and interpreted them as a confused attempt to challenge the validity of the pre-
sumed testament of Aristarchus I (sic) or that of Aristarchus II, and 265–268 for the develop-
ment of that idea.
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Conclusions

Like adoptions inter vivos and by testament, posthumous adoption was aimed at
avoiding the desolation of the oÚko«, by giving its possession to an adopted son. How-
ever, unlike the first two kinds of adoption – which allowed the adopter to choose an
adoptee from more than just his immediate relatives – posthumous adoption was only
possible for the closest legitimate relative, as established by the law of $gxiste›a.59

Because the closest relative by $gxiste›a was acknowledged as the successor by law,
posthumous adoption was not necessary in legal terms. Therefore, the Archon neither
did nor could enforce posthumous adoptions. If someone wished to be posthumously
adopted as the closest $gxiste÷« of the deceased person, the Archon made a public
announcement in case someone else claimed the property (Arist. Ath. Pol. 43.4). If no
one objected, he confirmed the status of the adoptee, who severed ties with his natal
oÚko«, became the head of the household of his deceased adopter, and owned the
property either in his own right or through a guardian. The Archon thus fulfilled
another task, to preserve the oÚkoi of the Athenians from desolation: Athenian post-
humous adoption transferred the adoptee to the oÚko« of the deceased person, which
ensured its survival. Even if no one objected to the decision of the Archon at the
moment, it still had to be approved by the jury-court: the judges either confirmed or
overturned the Archon’s decision if another person claimed a closer degree of kinship
to the deceased head of the oÚko« (as happened in the case of the contested estate of
Philoctemon). Hence, posthumous adoptions could only be challenged as illegal by
claiming that the adoptee was not the closest $gxiste÷«.60 If someone’s claim to the
property, i.e. to the status of the closest $gxiste÷« of the deceased person, was dis-
puted, the Archon accepted written claims from the contesting parties, held their
cross-examination ($nˇkrisi«), and passed the case on to the jury-court.61 The judges
then examined degrees of kinship proximity, which constituted the essence of trials
over claimed property, and made their verdict. Although the judges made a decision
on the basis of the trial,62 the outcome of the $nˇkrisi«, as presided by the Archon,
played an important rôle in their decision. This is demonstrated by the speech On the
Estate of Philoctemon, in which the findings written down at the $nˇkrisi« were pro-
duced and used by both sides at the trial, and by the speech On the Estate of Arist-

59 Pace, e.g., Glotz (n. 8), 345: «Par adoption entre vifs ou par adoption posthume, chacun
peut se donner un fils en le prenant où il veut», and similar references in n. 30 above.

60 Leduc (n. 14), 178. This answers the question why «a posthumous adoption could be car-
ried out regardless of whether the deceased had ever intimated intent to adopt him. The choice
was not made by him but for him»: Lindsay (n. 38), 354. There was no choice in such situations,
in fact, because the adoptee had to be the person who was acknowledged as the closest $gxiste÷«
of the deceased.

61 Arist. Ath. Pol. 56.6: grafaÏ dÍ kaÏ d›kai lagxˇnontai prÌ« a\tfin, „« $nakr›na« eå« tÌ
dikast‹rion eåsˇgei. Cf. [Dem.] 43.15 and Dem. 44.11 (see nn. 41 and 23 above, respectively).

62 Disputing $gxiste›a, on which claims to contested property were based, continued at the
trial itself: cf. Isae. 6.37, and 10.21 and 24 (see nn. 45 and 56 above, respectively).
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archus, in which the speaker did not try to undermine the earlier decision of the jury-
court but the result of the earlier $nˇkrisi«, which evidently served as the basis for
that decision.

If the judges acknowledged the claimant as the closest $gxiste÷«, and thus the law-
ful heir, and if they confirmed his posthumous adoption, the oÚko« of the deceased
person survived. Conversely, succession ab intestato, although also based on $gxiste›a,
usually resulted in the desolation of the oÚko«. For this reason, and since it was not
indispensable, arranging a posthumous adoption required the family to make a
special decision, guided by views of morality and practicality, which were not neces-
sarily mutually exclusive. Among the practical considerations was a chance for the
family to possess a larger property, which would formally belong to different family
members, thereby eliminating the need to perform more public service for the state.
Posthumous adoption was also a way to formally confirm the status of being the clo-
sest relatives of the deceased person. This was an asset in potential disputes over an
estate, as well as for laying claim to the property of any of that person’s closest relatives
who had also died intestate and without legitimate male children.
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